THE EU PROTECTS THE ENVIRONMENT

Although climate change was long ridiculed as the invention of a few excitable environmental activists, it has now begun and its impacts are evident in the Arctic just as much as in the Pacific. With its ambitious decisions to make binding reductions in the emissions of dangerous substances, to reduce energy consumption and to promote renewable energies, the EU is providing impetus for the world to limit global warming. The EU will not be able to achieve success alone, but without the EU it would be inconceivable.

THE EU PROTECTS CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Although 24 official languages are a bane in its everyday business, the motto of the Union “United in diversity” describes a strategy that allows people and nations to keep their identity and helps them to live out and appreciate their differences. It is this wealth of cultures, diversity of mentalities, breadth of literature, fine arts and music and tolerance of different religions that make the EU a space in which everyone can find his or her place.

THE EU IS THE HOME OF A SUCCESSFUL CURRENCY UNION

Many may greet this statement with scepticism, especially at this time. The difficulties of the currency union are manifest. However, we shouldn’t reject the fundamental idea because of the momentary difficulties, since it involves much more than saving the exchange fees when we cross a border. Omissions were made in the implementation of the currency union that are now causing suffering among Europeans, and there were failings, too – above all, the fact that a number of countries of the euro area did not keep to the rules they had set themselves. Like any therapy, the present regime for the euro’s recovery will be more painful than preventive measures would have been. Nevertheless, the efforts are worth it. With its single market, currency union, freedom of movement and shared values, the EU is creating a unique social interaction space for European citizens. The currency union is part of this idea, which is why, despite the current developments, Latvia introduced the euro at the beginning of 2014.

THE CONCLUSION

The European Union is far from being a paradise. All the points mentioned here can be subjected to critical and very controversial debate and there is a need for improvement everywhere. The EU is not and will also never be perfect. However, it is the best thing that has ever happened to Europe. We must scrutinize it closely to improve it, but we should guard against talking it into the ground. What would the alternatives look like? What would life be like if we went back to national sovereignty, if each of us was forced to conclude our own trade deals or if we tried to come together on the basis of some sort of economic and cultural union, like the one put forward by Martin Luther? The single market and a number of other treaties have provided us with a basis. There are many other factors at play, which are only slowly coming to light, that make life better for Europeans. Only the political and economic union of Europe allows us to benefit from these advantages and to develop our way of life.
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THE EU IS SHAPING THE FUTURE OF EUROPE

There is no other institution that has the power and the influence to organize the European continent. The association of 28 countries, the European Economic Area, the European Neighbourhood Policy towards the east and the south and the Strategic Partnership with Russia can all only be put into practice by a strong EU.

THE EU IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST MARKET

The four freedoms of the internal market (for goods, services, capital and services) guarantee all EU citizens enormous consumer choice and good economic opportunities for employees and enterprises alike. It is a matter of culture, of course, that the current economic crisis doesn’t help everyone to benefit from these freedoms. It is also a matter of culture that every crisis is a chance for innovation. It is a matter of culture that the future belongs to those who respond to change and learn from it.

Prof. Dr. Eckart D. Stratenschulte is a distinguished Europe expert who has been Director of the European Academy Berlin since 1993.

THE EU IS A SUCCESSFUL CURRENCY UNION

Many good statements with a scepticism, especially of the current developments. The difficulties of the currency union are manifest. However, we shouldn’t reject the fundamental idea because of the momentary difficulties, since it involves much more than saving the exchange fees when we cross a border. The ongoing economic crisis in the euro area is due to the fact that a number of countries of the euro area failed to keep to the rules they had set themselves. The present regime for the euro’s recovery will be more painful than preventive measures would have been. Nevertheless, the efforts are worth it. With its single market, currency union, freedom of movement and shared values, the EU is creating a unique social interaction space for European citizens. The currency union is part of this idea, which is why, despite the current developments, Latvia introduced the euro at the beginning of 2014.

The European Union is a key to being a European. All the points mentioned here can be subjected to critical and very controversial debate and there is a need for improvement everywhere. The EU is not and will also never be perfect. However, it is the best thing that has ever happened to Europe. We must scrutinize it closely to improve it, but we should guard against talking it into the ground. What would the alternatives look like? Well, we could go back to national sovereignty, if each of us was forced to conclude our own trade deals or if we tried to come together on the basis of some sort of economic and cultural union, like the one put forward by Martin Luther. The single market and a number of other treaties have provided us with a basis. There are many other factors at play, which are only slowly coming to light, that make life better for Europeans. Only the political and economic union of Europe allows us to benefit from these advantages and to develop our way of life.
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THE EU IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST MARKET

The four freedoms of the internal market (for goods, services, capital and services) guarantee all EU citizens enormous consumer choice and good economic opportunities for employees and enterprises alike. It is a matter of culture, of course, that the current economic crisis doesn’t help everyone to benefit from these freedoms. It is also a matter of culture that every crisis is a chance for innovation. It is a matter of culture that the future belongs to those who respond to change and learn from it.
The European Union (EU) is not only facing a currency crisis, but also a crisis of confidence. The approval curves in the polls have been pointing downwards over recent months. Does European integration still make sense? Many are asking this question. While the European Commission intrepidly promotes the new system of budgetary surveillance, people hear the news about summit meetings and euro rescue packages, which frequently involve disputes about the way out of the crisis, and about imminent or recently introduced financial and social cuts that are all somehow connected with Europe. The question “Do we still need the European Union?” may be asked – and it can still be answered with an unequivocal “Yes.”

Ten reasons are outlined here.

**The EU Guarantees Peace in Europe**

The maintenance of peace is one of the fundamental values of the EU. Territorial integrity is respected, armed forces have been kept in check, and states under collective military threat (such as the Baltic States or the Czech Republic) are now essentially internal threats. In fact, the result of European integration policy is harmony and peace. The EU has not only fought wars, but also made them impossible. The Common Foreign and Security Policy, with its four cornerstones, including a common security policy for all member states, if proliferation of nuclear weapons is to be prevented.

**The EU Supports World Peace**

Our planet is plagued by wars, violence, hunger and disease. The EU cannot prevent all of that. Through its commitment to development cooperation and disaster relief, however, it contributes to solving these problems. The EU and its member states are the most important donors of development aid, they pay the lion’s share of the United Nations budget and participate in appropriately mandated peace missions. Their partnership with the countries of Africa, Latin America and Asia aims at building sustainable economic structures there, curtailing corruption and supporting good governance.

**The EU Guarantees the Freedom of Europe**

The European Treaties and the EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights lay down clear rules to ensure freedom. Of course it is possible to point to populist movements in some EU member states whose attitude to democracy is questionable. However, the European framework prevents the collapse of democracy in one member country. A number of international organizations – such as the Council of Europe, NATO and the OSCE – have consultative parliamentary assemblies. Yet only the European Union has a fully effective and active Parliament that is directly elected by citizens, who can thereby also influence and legitimize the decisions that affect them.

**The EU Guarantees Freedom in Europe**

A weekend in Warsaw, a job in Amsterdam, a vacation in France and studying in Estonia are just some of the things the EU makes possible. They mean much more, however, than being able to travel without controls. What is involved are general freedom of movement, harmonized higher education degrees, the transferability of pension entitlements, European health insurance and many other things that make modern mobility possible.

**The EU Is Shaping Europe’s Future in the World**

Globalization is unstoppable and is having a massive impact on Europe. New economic powers like the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) are demanding to have a say in the world order. That cannot be denied them. If Europe and its positions are to continue being heard in the global political process, this will only be possible in a European chorus, not individual national voices. Incidentally, the G20, which is increasingly becoming a central control forum of globalization, consists of the 19 most important industrialized countries and the EU.